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Abstract 
Recently studies using the e-Education system are expected very much, but most of them would be based on the WEB style 
contents, which includes texts, figures, photographs and actual videos. Although it is thought that actual videos are very 
effective, production cost of it may be too large to produce interactive teaching materials. Meanwhile, Studies using 3D-CG 
animation have been reported to be fine. To solve this problem, e-Education system named Cyber Assistant Professor 2 
(CAP2) has been developed in my laboratory. It is based on the human shaped software robots implemented by 3D-CG 
animation and voice synthesis technology, which act as Virtual Teachers or Virtual Students. Further, the hypertext 
language named Cyber Person Scenario Language 3 (CPSL3) has also developed to reduce a production cost of teaching 
materials. Furthermore, Virtual Exploratory Learning (VEL) has developed to assist students in Virtual Science 
Experiment. 
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1. Introduction  
On teaching the theory, principle or mechanism of science to junior high school students, the most effective 
teaching material may be an actual video. However, actually it is difficult to take pictures of invisible science 
phenomena. Moreover the production cost of the actual video may be too large depending on the subject and it 
is difficult to produce interactive educational contents. In Japan, one of the most representative science 
educational materials would be “Science Network” produced by Japan Science and Technology Agency. 
Science Network has a lot of actual video libraries. These actual videos are very effective to teach principles of 
science. But most of them are not interactive teaching materials. The drawback of it is that it’s very difficult to 
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edit or extend teaching materials by teachers on the spot of syllabus planning because it takes a huge cost to 
produce actual videos. On the other hand, the 3D computer graphics (3D-CG) animation using a virtual actor’s 
speaking would be very effective as an educational medium1,2. But it usually takes long time to produce 3D-CG 
animations. The most popular method to produce 3D-CG animations is to use some 3D-CG animation tools and 
non-linear video editing system. But it takes huge time to render 3D-CG animation frames and to integrate the 
animation, sound, music, and speaking. And it can’t construct an interactive system. Another way to make it is 
to use the programming language and some libraries (E.g., OpenGL). But its production cost also may be too 
much for educational contents. From this point of view, the SDK (System Design Kit) libraries for human 
shaped 3D-CG models were reported. “Jack”3 was developed by Pennsylvania University, which was a LISP 
language SDK for military application. Alice4 is a 3D graphics programming environment developed by 
Carnegie Mellon University. MPML5 is a hypertext for the Web presenter developed by Tokyo University. 
TVML6 is a script language that creates a real time CG animation of the news show automatically. However, as 
we have reported14,16 these systems are not suitable for developments of teaching materials. To reduce the cost 
of producing 3D-CG educational contents and improve the capability of the educational system, we have 
developed e-Education system named Cyber Assistant Professor 2 (CAP2) and the exclusive scenario 
language named Cyber Person Scenario Language 3(CPSL3) to write a scenario of 3D-CG animation. And 
we have developed the new function named Virtual Exploratory Learning (VEL) service in CAP2 system. 
This paper describes the summary of CAP2 and CPSL3, and then describes the detail of VEL service. 
2. Cyber Assistant Professor 2 and Cyber Person Scenario Language 3(CPSL3) 
We have developed e-Educational system named Cyber Assistant 
Professor 2 (CAP2)7-19. It includes Virtual Actor(s), 3D-CG Stage 
and many kinds of Stage Parts (3D-CG shaped models, photograph 
panels or text panels). Fig. 1 shows the window of CAP2 browser. 
Virtual Actor is a software robot of human shaped based on 3D-CG 
technology and TTS (Text To Speech synthesis). Virtual Actor 
speaks English or Japanese by TTS with facial expressions and body 
actions. To reduce the production cost of CAP2 animation, we have 
developed the exclusive script language named Cyber Person 
Scenario Language 3 (CPSL3)14,16. To describe a 3D-CG interactive 
animation scenario easily, we designed the <TAG> based script 
language similar to HTML for the Web page. The way to make a scenario is just to put an appropriate text 
string between a pair of <TAG> markers (Named Body Text). Some <TAG> marker includes the Option 
Switches to specify the system mode or set the State Variables. CPSL3 coding can be edited by using the text 
editor or the word processor. Fig. 2 shows the example of CPSL3 coding. 
 
CPSL3 has more than 40 tags. Table 1 shows the main tag commands of CPSL3. CAP2 browser converts 
CPSL3 scenario file to the real-time interactive 3D-CG animation. Target Link function enables the 
interactive animation, which loads the specified scenario file by Student’s operation. <REQUEST> tag 
command can set a CASE number in any Stage Parts, which works as a scenario link information (named 
Answer Target). <ANSWER>tag commands define the entry points of CASE number. If student clicks the 
Answer Target by mouse, the animation scenario will change to the specified scenario file. Figure 3 shows the 
example of Target Link coding. The detail of CPSL3 can be referred in References13-17. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Cyber Assistant Professor 2. 
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Table 1. Main <TAG> commands of CPSL3. 
Tag Function Tag Function 
<STAGE> Create the Background Stage using 3D-CG models and Pictures. <PARTS> Create the Stage Parts. 
<PERSON> Create the Cyber Person.(Virtual Teacher and Virtual Student) <MOVE> Move the Stage Parts. 
<SPEAK> Speak the text string. <SOUND> Play the Sound Effect with WAVE file. 
<FACE> Apply the Facial Expression in Specified Time Transition Code. <CAMERA> Move the Viewing Camera in Specified Frames. 
<SCRIPT> Display the Subtitles under the window. <SCENARIO> Link to the external animation scenario file. 
<ACTION> Play the Body Action in specified Time Transition Code. <REQUEST> Define the ANSWER Target. 
<MOTION> Play the Body Performance in specified Times and Speed. <ANSWER> Define the entry point of CASE numbers. 
<SCENE> Define the chapter like a DVD player.   
 
<STAGE FILE="Room.tdm" POSITION="-150.0, -2000.0, -4500.0" ROTATION="0.0, 0.0, 0.0" SCALE="3.5, 3.5, 1.0"> 
<PERSON FILE="Doctor.tdm" NAME="Doctor" SPEAKER="Male" FEN_FILE="LyricDB.csv" BPN_FILE="ActionDB.csv" 
POSITION="-800.0, -100.0, -2000.0" ROTATION="0.0, 15.0, 0.0” SCALE="1.0, 1.0, 1.1"> 
<PERSON FILE="Nancy.tdm" NAME="Nancy" SPEAKER="Female" FEN_FILE="LyricDB.csv" BPN_FILE="ActionDB.csv" 
POSITION="800.0, -100.0, -2000.0" ROTATION="0.0, -15.0, 0.0" SCALE="1.0, 1.0, 1.1"> 
 
<PARTS FILE="Electron.tdm" NAME="Elect" POSITION="0, 0, -2500" ROTATION="0, 0, 0" SCALE="1, 1, 1"> 
<SCRIPT>Electron flies out with Beta ray.  
<SPEAK PERSON=”Doctor”>Electron flies out with Beta Ray. </SPEAK> 
<MOVE NAME="Elect" NODE="Elect/m1" TRANSLATION="80, -135, 0" FRAMES="40"> 
<SOUND WAVE_FILE="Effect.wav"></SOUND> 
</MOVE> 
</SCRIPT> 
<SCRIPT>Oh Beautiful! 
<SPEAK PERSON=”Nancy”>Oh Beautiful! </SPEAK> 
</SCRIPT> 
Fig. 2 Example of CPSL3 coding. 
<REQUEST CASE="1" TDM_FILE="Parts1.tdm" POSITION="100.0, 10.0, -2000.0" SCALE="1, 1, 1"> 
<REQUEST CASE="2" TDM_FILE="Parts2.tdm" POSITION="200.0, 10.0, -2000.0" SCALE="1, 1, 1"> 
<REQUEST CASE="3" TDM_FILE="Parts3.tdm" POSITION="300.0, 10.0, -2000.0" SCALE="1, 1, 1"> 
<REQUEST CASE="4" TDM_FILE="Parts4.tdm" POSITION="400.0, 10.0, -2000.0" SCALE="1, 1, 1" EQUEST_END="ON"> 
 
<ANSWER CASE="1"> <SCENARIO SCENARIO_FILE="201.cps"> </ANSWER> 
<ANSWER CASE="2"> <SCENARIO SCENARIO_FILE="202.cps"> </ANSWER> 
<ANSWER CASE="3"> <SCENARIO SCENARIO_FILE="203.cps"> </ANSWER> 
<ANSWER CASE="4"><SCENARIO SCENARIO_FILE="204.cps"> </ANSWER>< 
Fig. 3 Example of Target Link Coding. 
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3. Development of CAP Builder 
The production cost of CG animation has improved dramatically because CPSL3 is the tag-format 
hypertext.  
But the author has detected some problems when scenario maker enters CPSL3 scenario using the normal 
text editor as follows. 
 
1) There would be misspelling of tag commands. 
2) There would be homonym errors of instruction words (facial Expression and body action). 
3) There would be difficulties of the numerical definition of coordinates for Virtual actors and Stage Parts. 
4) There would be difficulties of selecting the sound effects without the preview function 
 
To improve these problems, the author has developed the exclusive Script Editor named CAP-Builder. Fig. 
4 shows the input panel of tag-command using pull-down lists on the Dialog-Box and the preview function of 
Virtual Actor’s voice. Fig. 5 shows the functions to enter the numeric coordinates with a mouse click on the 
Stage-Map. Moreover it includes the Wizard commands to enter the interactive scenario and VEL function. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Virtual Exploratory Learning (VEL) service 
We have tested the CAP2 education system in junior high school for three years. As the result of it, we have 
noticed that there would be some problems in our educational system. Although 3D-CG animation of Science 
Virtual Experiment has stimulated student’s motivation and increased their interests, we cannot say their 
attained grade of Virtual Experiment to be very good. In the case of “Let’s make the DC motor.” 32% of 
students weren’t able to make the working DC motor and in the case of “Let’s create the typical Gas” more 
than 50% of students couldn’t achieve the correct answer except the hydrogen gas creation.  
We thought that this situation might be caused for lack of knowledge of materials (electric parts or chemical 
materials.) in details.  To improve these problems, it’s necessary to give students the essential knowledge of 
materials before they begin to choose them in Virtual Experiment. However, there would be difference in 
knowledge between each student. To improve this problem, we have developed the Virtual Exploratory 
Learning (VEL), which inserts the VEL time period within the progress of animation scenario (named VEL 
Fig. 4 Input Tag Command using Dialog Box 
Voice Preview  
Tag Command Input Panel 
Fig. 5 Input Point Coordinates using Stage-Map 
Map of Virtual Stage 
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service), when each student can search for necessary knowledge as the explorer. Fig. 6 shows the flowchart of 
the student’s operation in VEL service. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student can click ESCAPE target if he (she) doesn’t need more knowledge of materials in details and get 
up to the next section of scenario. But if the student can’t choose the correct answer cased by lack of 
knowledge of materials, he (she) can click any Explore Target to get the hint information inserted beforehand 
in the scenario. Explore Target is also Stage Parts (3D-CG shaped models, photograph panels or text panels) 
which is defined by new Tag-Commands in CPSL3 (See Table 2). We have developed 4 kinds of Explore 
Target which are the INTERNET Target, the MOVIE Target, the EXPLAIN Target and the SHELL 
Target. 
 
<INTERNET> tag command defines the INTERNET Target with the specified URL. If student clicks it in 
VEL period, the Internet Explore would be started to open the specified WEB page as hint information. 
<MPLAYER> tag command defines the MOVIE Target with the specified filename. If student clicks it in 
VEL period, the Media Player would be started to play the specified movie as hint information. <EXPLAIN> 
tag command defines the EXPLAIN Target with the specified filename of CPSL3 scenario file. If student 
clicks it in VEL period, another CAP2 browser would be started simultaneously to play the specified 3D-CG 
animation as hint information. <SHELL> tag command defines the SHELL Target. It is a little difficult to 
define the SHELL target but it has extraordinary and powerful function. <SHELL> tag command can define 
the entry point of arbitrary Windows application software such as Word Processor, PDF Reader, Power Point 
or other Streaming Video players (e.g. Real player, QuickTime). If student clicks it in VEL period, some 
Windows application would be started as hint information. <EXPLORE> tag command pauses the progress of 
CAP2 animation scenario and define the ESCAPE target to return to the animation scenario, and the 
Exploratory Learning period is started until student clicks the ESCAPE target. <EXPLORE> tag command 
must be coded lastly. Fig. 7 shows the typical scenario coding to insert the VEL period. 
Explore Targets 
Fig. 6. The flowchart of the student’s operation in VEL service. 
Skip VEL service 
Return to the next section  
Return to the next section  
Virtual Exploratory Learning (VEL) 
The Next Section 
Click 
Click 
Click 
Click 
Click 
Click 
Click 
Choose Choose 
Choose 
Escape 
Target 
Choose 
Choose 
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From Target1.tdm to Target4.tdm and Escape1.tdm are three dimensional Stage Parts where student can 
click in the VEL service. The targets don’t limit to the text panel and be able to specify all kinds of 3 
dimensional shaped models. Of course, any number of Explore Targets can be defined. 
Table 2. Tag Commands for Virtual Exploratory Learning 
Tag Command Function Switch  
<INTERNET> Define the INTERNET target to open the specified WEB page. 
FILE Filename of Stage Parts of INTERNET Target. 
PARAM URL or filename of WEB page. 
POSITION Position coordinates of Stage Parts of INTERNET Target. 
ROTATION Rotation of Stage Parts of INTERNET Target. 
SCALE Scaling factor of Stage Parts of INTERNET Target. 
<MPLAYER> Define the Media Player target to play the specified movie. 
FILE Filename of Stage Parts of MOVIE Target. 
PARAM Filename of movie file (AVI file). 
POSITION Position coordinates of Stage Parts of MOVIE Target. 
ROTATION Rotation of Stage Parts of MOVIE Target. 
SCALE Scaling factor of Stage Parts of MOVEI Target. 
<EXPLAIN> 
Define the EXPLAIN target to 
execute another CAP2 browser 
simultaneously 
FILE Filename of Stage Parts of EXPLAIN Target. 
PARAM Filename of CPSL3 scenario file. 
POSITION Position coordinates of Stage Parts of EXPLAIN Target. 
ROTATION Rotations of Stage Parts of EXPLAIN Target. 
SCALE Scaling factor of Stage Parts of EXPLAIN Target. 
<SHELL> Define the SHELL target to execute any kind of windows application. 
FILE Filename of Stage Parts of SHELL Target. 
PATH Path name of Application file. 
COMMAND Application file name. 
PARAM Command parameter.(if necessary) 
POSITION Position coordinates of Stage Parts of SHELL Target. 
ROTATION Rotation of Stage Parts of SHELL Target. 
SCALE Scaling factor of Stage Parts of SHELL Target. 
<EXPLORE> 
Pause the progress of animation 
scenario and define the ESCAPE 
target to return to the animation 
scenario. And enter the Exploratory 
Learning period. 
FILE Filename of Stage Parts of ESCAPE Target. 
POSITION Position coordinates of Stage Parts of ESCAPE Target. 
ROTATION Rotation of Stage Parts of ESCAPE Target. 
SCALE Scaling factor of Stage Parts of ESCAPE Target. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
<INTERNET   FILE="Target1.tdm"   PARAM="http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E5%A1%A9%E9%85" 
POSITION="-500.0, 600.0, -2000.0"  ROTATION="0.0, 0.0, 0.0" SCALE="1.5, 1.5, 1.5">  
<MPLAYER   FILE="Target2.tdm"   PARAM="DC-motor.avi" 
POSITION="-100.0, 600.0, -2000.0"  ROTATION="0.0, 0.0, 0.0" SCALE="1.2, 1.2, 1.2">  
<EXPLAIN   FILE="Target3.tdm"   PARAM="Hint1.cps" 
POSITION="200.0, 600.0, -2000.0"  ROTATION="0.0, 0.0, 0.0" SCALE="1.0, 1.0, 1.0">  
<SHELL   FILE="Target4.tdm”     PATH="C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Ofice11" 
COMMAND="Excel.exe"   PARAM = "Data1.xls" 
 POSITION="800.0, 600.0, -2000.0"   ROTATION="0.0, 0.0, 0.0" SCALE="1.5, 1.5, 1.5"> 
<EXPLORE>   FILE=" Escape1.tdm" 
POSITION="-1000.0, 700.0, -1500.0"   ROTATION="0.0, 0.0, 0.0" SCALE="1.8, 1.8, 1.5"> 
Fig. 7 Example of Target Link Coding 
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5. Results of Virtual Science Experiment using VEL service  
In order to investigate the effect of Virtual Science Experiment with VEL service, we have developed 
science teaching materials for junior high school students using CAP2 system. They are “Make Soap with 
Chemical Reactions”, “Create the Gas (Hydrogen, Carbon Dioxide, Oxygen, Ammonia)” and “Spark 
Discharge Experiment”. (Fig. 8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to investigate the VEL, 29 students tried to challenge the Virtual Experiment with VEL service 
on 2 December 2013. After Virtual Experiment with VEL service, we collected the logging data of CAP2 
which saved the learning processes of experiment. Fig. 9 shows the learner’s trial times of “Make Soap with 
Chemical Reactions”. Fig. 10 shows the learner’s trial times of “Hydrogen Gas Creation”. And Fig. 11 shows 
the learner’s trial times of “Spark Discharge Experiment”. 
 
Fig. 12 shows their 5-grade impression about Virtual Experiment with VEL service. Most of impression 
items were good. The average of all items achieved more than “4.3”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8 Examples of Virtual Science Experiment. 
c) Spark Discharge Experiment 
Click 
b) Hydrogen Gas Creation a) Make Soap with Chemical Reactions 
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6. Conclusions 
This paper described the detail of Virtual Exploratory Learning (VEL). At first it describes the summary 
of our e-Education system named Cyber Assistant Professor2 (CAP2) and the scenario language, Cyber 
Person Scenario Language 3 (CPSL3). We have developed new tag-commands of CPSL3 to implement the 
VEL service in CAP2 browser. And In order to investigate the effect of VEL service, we have developed the 
Science Virtual Experiment for junior high school students. Then we have analyzed the results of the logging 
data which CAP2 browser saved in the learning processes of Virtual Experiment with VEL service. The 
impression of most of students was “good” From this point of view, we confirmed that the Science Virtual 
Experiment with VEL service is very useful for junior high school students. 
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